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Abstract: The present study highlights the interdependence of ambient humidity levels on the
electrical parameters of organic-inorganic hybrid composite based humidity sensor at varied AC
frequencies of input signal. Starting from the bottom, the layer stack of the fabricated humidity
sensor was 200-nm silver (Ag) thin film and 4 µm spun-coated PEPC+NiPC+Cu2O active layer.
Silver thin films were deposited by thermal evaporator on well cleaned microscopic glass slides,
which served as a substrate. Conventional optical lithography procedure was adapted to define
pairs of silver-silver surface electrodes with two sorts of configurations, i.e., interdigitated and
rectangular. Humidity-sensitive layers of organic-inorganic composite were then spun-cast upon
the channel between the silver electrodes. The changes in relative humidity levels induced variation
in capacitance and impedance of the sensors. These variations in electrical parameters of sensors
were also found to be highly dependent upon frequency of input AC signal. Our findings reveal that
the organic-inorganic composite shows higher humidity sensitivity at smaller orders of frequency.
This finding is in accordance with the established fact that organic semiconductors-based devices
are not applicable for high frequency applications due to their lower charge carrier mobility values.
Two distinct geometries of semiconducting medium between the silver electrodes were investigated
to optimize the sensing parameters of the humidity sensor. Furthermore, the effect of temperature
change on the resistance of organic composite has also been studied.

Keywords: organic-inorganic hybrid composite; photolithography; dielectric medium; polarizability;
multi frequency impedance spectrum

1. Introduction

The need for sensors in the environmental monitoring and medical diagnostics domain is ever
increasing [1–4]. For instance, in neonatal pediatrics, survival of newborn baby is highly dependent on
the incubator’s relative humidity level [5]. The humidity control is also necessary in moisture-sensitive
environments, such as in pharmaceutical industries, food storages, building air-conditioning, museums,
paper industry and libraries. Resultantly, in view of their significant technological importance, there is
rapid and continued advancement in fabrication of economical, miniaturized and sensitive humidity
sensors [6,7].

So far, several materials have been opted for humidity sensing application. The most notable
ones include porous silicon, ceramics, LiCl and silica aerogel [8–11]. Each of them has its own merits
and shortcomings; however, the operational mechanism of most of these sensors is the protonic
conducting mechanism of the Grotthuss type [12]. Due to condensation of water molecules, the
aquatic layer gets stacked up on the sensing material surface, allowing protons to migrate freely
throughout the surface of the sensor. Thus, the change in ambient humidity level is detected by the
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increment in conductivity of the sensing layer. However, despite the robustness, stability and high
sensitivity of these inorganic based humidity sensors, there are a couple of compelling reasons which
motivate researchers to focus their efforts towards organic semiconductors [13]. In contrast to inorganic
semiconductors, organic materials are environmentally and economically favorable [14–16]. Further,
by utilizing solution processable organic materials, the tedious vacuum deposition techniques can be
replaced by unsophisticated fabrication procedures [17–20].

Several organic materials including cellulose, acetate butyrate, methyl red, phthalocyanine and
polyimide have also been studied for humidity sensing application [21–28]. The mode of operation
for organic based sensors is either capacitive type or resistive type sensing. However, despite the
advantages, viz., low power consumption and linearity in response, mostly humidity sensors are based
on capacitive type sensing. Their working principle is based upon the dielectric permittivity variation
resulting from absorption of water vapors by a sensing layer. In recent years, in addition to organic
materials, metal oxide semiconductors (MOS) like aluminum oxide (Al2O3), copper oxide (Cu2O), iron
oxide (Fe2O3), Yttrium oxide (Y2O3) and tungsten trioxide (WO3) have emerged as another economical
alternative for fabrication of humidity sensors [29]. To incorporate the advantages of metal oxides,
some researchers have also used organic-inorganic composite to sense ambient humidity [30,31].
Resultantly, researchers combine the advantages of both organic and inorganic materials with the
possibility to utilize existing solution processable semiconductor fabrication procedures.

Earlier we studied the humidity sensing capability of a blend of copper oxide (Cu2O) and
poly-N-epoxy propyl carbazole (PEPC), by virtue of porosity in its structure [32]. Later, to enhance
the sensitivity of the sensor we added an organic material from the phthalocyanine family: Nickel
phthalocyanine (NiPc), and investigated the organic-inorganic composite of PEPC, NiPC and Cu2O as
humidity sensor [33]. It is well known that hydrophobic materials are generally used for fabrication of
humidity sensors, otherwise the sensing layer may peel off due to dissolution in water at higher
humidity levels. Because it is insoluble in water, we considered the organic-inorganic hybrid
composite (Cu2O-PEPC-NiPC) an ideal candidate for humidity monitoring. In our previous study, the
morphological study and compositional analysis of the composite film has already been dealt with in
detail. However, so far, in the aforementioned studies, capacitive response in a wide frequency
range (300 Hz–100 KHz) has been neglected. The multi frequency impedance spectrum of the
Cu2O-PEPC-NiPC based humidity sensor has also not been investigated.

The present work aims to highlight the effect of humidity on capacitance along with the
impedance of Ag/Cu2O-PEPC-NiPC/Ag surface type humidity sensor. The interdependence of
electrical parameters (capacitance and impedance) with frequency has been analyzed in detail, which
helps us understand both the basic electrical properties of humidity sensor and operational mechanism
of the humidity sensor. The sensing parameters of the sensors are believed to be dependent upon the
choice of the hygroscopic material as well as electrode geometry. Hence, we have compared the effect
of electrode configuration for the optimization of the sensor’s response as well.

2. Experimental

The precursor solution for the hybrid organic-inorganic humidity sensing layer was primarily
prepared by adding 7 wt% Copper oxide, 4 wt% poly epoxy propyl carbazole and 5 wt% nickel
pthalocyanine in benzol (Sigma Aldrich , Lahore, Pakistan). For our study, PEPC (Mw: 1200 units)
was synthesized in the laboratory whereas Cu2O micro-particles (diameter ~3–4 µm) and Nickel
Phthalocyanine were purchased from WINLAB UK (Market Harborough, UK) and Sigma Aldrich
(Lahore, Pakistan) respectively.

Commercially available microscopic glass slides were well cleaned following the well-established
protocol. This involved rinsing glass slides in Deionized (DI) water (SILEXTM deionizer, Dayton,
OH, USA), acetone (Sigma Aldrich, Lahore, Pakistan), ethanol (Sigma Aldrich, Lahore, Pakistan)
and finally again in DI water for 5 min each. To dry the glass substrates, nitrogen gas (Fine gas
company, Lahore, Pakistan) was blown on them in a dust free environment. Edward Auto 306 thermal
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evaporator (Edwards High Vacuum, Sussex, UK) was later used to deposit thin film of silver on the
glass substrates. A film thickness of 200 nm was obtained by passing 22A current through the tungsten
filament for ~2 m. Meanwhile the pressure inside the thermal evaporator was kept below 10´5 mbar.
Silver thin film was then subjected to optical lithography so as to pattern it into a pair of electrodes.
The standard lithography procedure was adopted to define the pair of electrodes with two distinct
configurations, i.e., rectangular and interdigitated. Figure 1 summarizes the whole lithographic for
patterning the silver film into a pair of rectangular electrodes separated by a gap of ~20 µm. The same
procedure was adapted to pattern the silver thin film into a pair of interdigitated electrodes.
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Figure 1. Photolithography procedure to define pair of rectangular electrodes on glass substrate.

The hygroscopic property of the material is considered vital for humidity sensing and it
depends upon the porosity and pore geometry of the sensing material as well as electrode geometry.
The interdigitated electrodes configuration allows the water vapors to diffuse freely into the dielectric.
Hence, our study involves the comparison of rectangular and interdigitated electrodes for the
optimization of the humidity sensor.

Finally, to complete the fabrication process, organic-inorganic hybrid blended film was spun cast
upon the channel between the electrodes. Spin-coater P-6000 (Itegrated technologies, Sussex, UK) with
angular velocity of 2000 RPM was used to produce film thicknesses of 4 µm. This humidity sensing
film covered the gap between the silver electrodes to later function as dielectric medium. The schematic
structure of the humidity sensor and the top view of the electrodes geometries are depicted in Figure 2.
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The humidity sensing property of the sensors was studied by investigating their electrical response
as a function of altering relative humidity (RH) levels. The humidity sensors were placed in a
home-made sealed chamber, wherein humidity level was varied by influx of dry and wet nitrogen
gas. To increase the humidity level in the chamber, nitrogen gas was primarily passed through water
and then introduced into the humidity chamber. The influx of wet nitrogen gas (N2 gas loaded with
moisture) helped in increasing the RH levels inside the sealed chamber. The use of sealed chamber
helped in maintaining the higher RH at a constant level inside the chamber. The same approach, to vary
the RH level inside the chamber, has been previously utilized in various studies [34,35]. Capacitance
and real and imaginary impedance components of the sensors were then recorded as a function of
varied humidity levels. SR 830 lock-in amplifier from stanford research instruments (Sunnyvale,
California, USA) in amplifier with applied AC voltage of 1 V and the frequency ranging from 1 Hz to
100 kHz was utilized for capacitance and impedance measurements. Humidity sensors were calibrated
by a commercially available hygrometer “Mastech MS 6503” (Dongguan Huayi Mastech Company
Limited, Dongguan, China), with measurement accuracy of ˘1% RH at 25 ˝C.

3. Results and Discussion

Bode plots of the humidity sensors were obtained by recording the capacitance of the sensors as a
function of humidity at room temperature. Figure 3a,b depicts the capacitance variation of the sensors
with interdigitated and rectangular (Ag) electrodes geometry, respectively.
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Figure 3. The capacitance variation of the sensors (as a function of humidity at varied frequencies)
with (a) interdigitated and (b) rectangular (Ag) electrodes configuration respectively.

For both sensors, increase in the capacitance is observed with the increment in the relative
humidity (RH) of the surrounding air. It is inferred from the experimental results that the sensor with
interdigitated electrode configuration shows higher humidity sensitivity as compared to the counter
one. The capacitance of the sensors is basically dependent upon several parameters, i.e., the area (A)
and the separation between the parallel plates (d) and polarizability of the dielectric medium present
in between the plates. In the case of our humidity sensor, the organic-inorganic hybrid blend serves
the purpose of dielectric and its polarizability (αr) itself is of several origins. In organic-inorganic
materials hybrid blended thin film, it may have dipolar (αdip), ionic (αi) and electronic polarizability
(αe). Hence the Equation (1), [36].

αr “ αdip ` αi ` αe (1)

In particular, for inorganic ionic compounds like Cu2O, ionic and dipolar polarization is more
frequently observed. With the increase in water contents inside humidity sensing film, dipoles and
ions (Cu+, O2´, H+ and HO´) formation increases the polarizability of the film. However, for the case
of organic materials, relative displacement of the orbital electrons causes electronic polarizability in the
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presence of external electric field. Hence, the enhanced value of capacitance at higher humidity level
can be explained in accordance with the Equation (1). With the absorption of water molecules by the
organic-inorganic composite film, the dielectric permittivity of the film increases, thereby increasing
the value of capacitance of the sensor.

C “
εo εr A

d
(2)

Here, εo is the permittivity of space, “εr” is the relative permittivity of the dielectric material
between the plates; “A” is the area of the parallel metallic plates and “d” is the separation between them.

The reason for enhanced sensitivity for sensors with interdigitated electrodes is that, as the
contact area between the sensing material and the electrodes increases, so does the absorption
of water molecules and hence the polarizability of the sensing film. Therefore, high humidity
sensitivity is observed for the interdigitated electrode geometry as compared to the rectangular
electrode configuration.

Further interesting information that we observe from Figure 3 is the relative change of capacitance
as a function of humidity that has been found to be dependent upon frequency of AC signal. At low
order frequencies, the increase in capacitance of the sensors is quite sharp with the increase of humidity
levels. However, this trend is not observed at higher order of frequencies. Our findings thus reveal
that the organic-inorganic composite shows higher humidity sensitivity at low order frequencies of AC
signal. In fact, this finding is in accordance with the established fact that organic semiconductors are
not suitable for high frequency applications due to their lower charge mobility values. In particular,
this trend is pretty common for capacitive type sensors. In fact, after a certain frequency, electric charge
carriers present in the sensing film are unable to follow the alteration of applied AC signal. Hence, at
higher order of frequency (10 K to 100 K), variation of capacitance with the humidity levels increment
is depressed and only a slight variation of capacitance is observed.

As for the capacitance-frequency relationship, we observe a decrease in capacitance with an
increase in frequency. Kim et al. [8] explain well the dependency of relative dielectric permittivity of
water upon the frequency of AC signal. In fact, at low order frequencies, capacitance of the sensor
is determined by the dielectric permittivity of water (εw = 80). However, at higher frequencies, as
polarization of water molecules cease to contribute to the polarization of the dielectric; therefore,
sensing film’s net polarization drops to the permittivity of dry organic-inorganic composite film, which
is smaller compared to the permittivity of water. Hence, a decrease in capacitance is observed with
increasing frequency of AC signal.

Figure 4a,b shows the relationship of the real component of impedance and phase angle with
humidity for the humidity sensors with interdigitated and rectangular electrode configuration,
respectively. The response was studied with the input signal’s frequency ranging from 300 Hz to 100
kHz. It can be inferred from the experimental data that at low frequency of input signal, the impedance
spectra of both sensors exhibits a strong reliance upon the humidity level. The real component of
sensor’s impedance (ZR) decreases quite sharply with the increase in humidity level. However, at high
frequency, only a slight decrement of ZR is observed with increase in humidity level.

The phase angle of impedance (ZT calculated in radians) shows an increase with humidity level
increment. At higher frequency, there is less variation in phase angle with the increase in humidity. At
a particular humidity level, ZT shows interesting variation with frequency: initially it shows decreases
with frequency increment but after a critical frequency it starts increasing. In fact, below that critical
frequency, the capacitance of the device strongly contributes to the phase angle of impedance (ZT). As
is known, the capacitance of the device shows a continuous decrease in its value with the frequency
increment, so does the ZT. However, above the critical frequency, the phase angle of impedance (ZT)
starts increasing. This could be explained by the fact that at higher frequency, the contribution of
capacitance of the device is depressed and the effect of sensor’s resistance starts to dominate. The same
trend for phase angle of the impedance of the device after a critical frequency has also been observed
by other researchers [37,38]. Therefore, an increase in value of ZT after a critical frequency may be
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attributed to the resistance of the device. Dielectric permittivity and mobility of charge carriers are
believed to be responsible for the interdependence of the impedance of the sensor and frequency of
the AC signal.
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at varied frequencies) of the sensors with (a) interdigitated and (b) rectangular (Ag) electrodes
configuration respectively.

It is known that ambient temperature greatly affects the resistance of the materials, and thus it
is supposed to affect the impedance of the humidity sensor as well. Figure 5 portrays the resistance
of the humidity sensor at various temperatures, when subjected to 60% RH. It is worth noting
that by utilization of sealed chamber, the RH inside the chamber remains unaffected when the
sensor is subjected to elevated temperatures (as observed through humidity meter placed inside the
chamber). It can be clearly seen from experimental results that the resistance of the organic-inorganic
blended film showed a slight decrease (from 538.9 KΩ to 465.5 KΩ) in its value with temperature
elevation (from 30 ˝C to 170 ˝C). The decrease in resistance of the device indicates the semiconducting
nature of sensing film and the trend may be attributed to increased charge carrier mobility at higher
temperature. The resistance variation has been measured to be ~1.17 times in the temperature range
of 170 ˝C to 30 ˝C. In sealed environment, it is assumed that sensor design may be suitable for
elevated temperature applications as well. Further, the environmental temperature normally does not
vary much, so we propose, for the practical application of our fabricated humidity sensor, that the
temperature compensation may not be required.
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4. Conclusions

The interdependence of the humidity levels and electrical parameters of the sensor was studied
in a wide frequency range (300 Hz–100 KHz). Frequency study enabled better comprehension of the
working mechanism of the humidity sensor under investigation. Capacitance was found to increase
and the real component of impedance was found to decrease with the humidity level increment.
Further the capacitance and impedance variation with humidity have been found to be strongly
dependent upon input signal’s frequency. The sensors showed high humidity sensing capability at low
frequencies. However, the variation in electrical parameters of the sensor with humidity was depressed
at higher order of frequency which is attributed to low mobility of charge carriers. The measurement
results also revealed that the sensor with interdigitated electrode configuration gives higher dielectric
permittivity variation as compared to the rectangular one. Temperature dependence of the sensor’s
resistance was found to be almost negligible, so temperature compensation is not required in the
impedance spectra of the humidity sensor.
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